5 steps to a better
cardiology workflow

What should a cardiology
workflow look like?
What workflow improvements
can empower cardiologists to be
more informed, more efficient
and more satisfied?
When cardiologists have access to solutions that
enable automated data capture and transfer and
customized reporting functions:
· They have more time to focus on the patient
· They can make more informed care decisions
through easier access to patient information
· They can complete reports and other
administrative tasks more efficiently, allowing
them to manage their caseloads with less stress
and burnout
These five steps illustrate how solutions from IBM
Watson Health can provide cardiologists with new
abilities and tools to improve the entire clinical
workflow process.

01

Patient encounter or procedure
· F
 or any procedure taking place in the cardiac cath
lab, critical procedural data such as modality outputs,
patient vitals and inventory is automatically captured
and compiled into customized clinical reports.

02

Acquiring patient information and images
· P
 hysicians can access a comprehensive patient
cardiology record — including patient information
from the EHR, prior images and procedural data —
through a single point of access, with no additional
logins or workstations required.

03

Clinical reading and interpretation
· C
 ardiologists can easily scan through prior reports,
coronary diagrams and imaging studies. They can also
take a variety of measurements including dimensions,
heart functions, calcifications and flow gradients.
· T
 hird-party applications for measurements, advanced
analytics and clinical reporting can be launched
seamlessly from within the CVIS.

04

Reporting
· D
 ata is automatically populated into clinical reports
using pre-determined, customizable templates,
including patient information, study results and image
measurements.

05

Peer review and collaboration
· C
 ardiologists can share patient data or images securely
with other providers within or outside the enterprise,
regardless of device or location. They can use a realtime collaboration tool that allows multiple users to
consult with peers.
· C
 ompleted reports can be automatically routed for
secondary review and sign off processes, including
optional peer collaboration. When finalized, the report
is automatically added to the EHR.

Explore how Watson Health solutions can
streamline cardiology workflows for your
organization. Visit ibm.com/watson-health/
solutions/cardiology-solutions.

The clinical workflow capabilities described in this guide are references to the following
IBM Watson Health solutions: Merge Cardio™, Merge Hemo™, IBM iConnect® Access
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